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What is CD-ROM? - Definition from WhatIs.com CD-ROM (Compact Disc, read-only-memory) is an adaptation of the CD that is designed to store computer data in
the form of text and graphics, as well as hi-fi stereo sound. The original data format standard was defined by Philips and Sony in the 1983 Yellow Book. CD-ROM Wikipedia The structures used to group data on a CD-ROM are also derived from the Red Book. Like audio CDs (CD-DA), a CD-ROM sector contains 2,352 bytes
of user data, composed of 98 frames, each consisting of 33-bytes (24 bytes for the user data, 8 bytes for error correction, and 1 byte for the subcode. What is
CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory)? Short for Compact Disc-Read Only Memory, a CD-ROM (shown right) is an optical disc which contains audio or
software data whose memory is read only. A CD-ROM Drive or optical drive is the device used to read them. CD-ROM drives have speeds ranging from 1x all the
way up to 72x, meaning it reads the CD roughly 72 times faster than the 1x version.

What is CD-ROM? Webopedia Definition Pronounced see-dee-rom. Short for Compact Disc-Read-Only Memory, a type of optical disk capable of storing large
amounts of data-- up to 1GB, although the most common. Amazon.co.uk: cd rom External DVD Drive, CD-ROM, USB 3.0 DVD Writer, External CD Drive, Optical
Drive USB DVD Drive CD-RW Burner With Embedded USB Cable Compatible with Windows XP / 2003. CD-ROM | Article about CD-ROM by The Free
Dictionary CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory) A type of CD disc that can only be read, but not recorded. Used to store programs and data files, a
CD-ROM holds 650MB or 700MB of data and employs a different recording format than the audio CD (CD-DA), from which it evolved. In the 1990s, the CD-ROM
rapidly replaced the floppy disk for software distribution.

CD ROM: Amazon.co.uk Free next day delivery on eligible orders for Amazon prime members | Buy cd rom on Amazon.co.uk. CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read-Only
Memory) Definition A CD-ROM is a CD that can be read by a computer with an optical drive. The "ROM" part of the term means the data on the disc is "read-only,"
or cannot be altered or erased. Because of this feature and their large capacity, CD-ROMs are a great media format for retail software. cd rom | eBay Find great deals
on eBay for cd rom and external cd rom. Shop with confidence.

Compact disc - Wikipedia Compact disc (CD) is a digital optical disc data storage format released in 1982 and co-developed by Philips and Sony. The format was
originally developed to store and play only sound recordings but was later adapted for storage of data (CD-ROM.
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